Key
Texts:

Wow Days:
Caribbean KS1 WOW day– 26th May

Jack and the Beanstalk

Visits:
Zoo– Term 6 details TBC

The World came to my place
today
Non-fiction texts about
Plants

Class Switzerland Creative Curriculum
What a Wonderful World!

Useful Websites:
www.phonicsplay.co.uk
Ictgames.com

‘Global Goodness’

Key Dates:
Parent Consultations– w/b 24th April
Group photos– Thursday 4th May
Parent Share and Shine– Thursday 25th May @
9:10am

www.topmarks.com

At Ancaster, we are truly lucky to have a fantastic environment to live and work in. Throughout the summer term, we shall be broadening our
understanding of other places, through the exciting class topic of ‘Global Goodness’. We will be maximising our Geography skills through the
stimulus text ‘The World Came To My Place Today’ (written by Jo Readman and Ley Honor Roberts). This text will provide lots of opportunities
for us to develop our map skills, as we discover new countries and continents from around the world. We shall continue our topic in Design &
Technology, by locating the origins of different world foods and use some of these ingredients in our own cooking! The children will also be using
their textile skills to design and make their own hand puppets. In Science, we shall dissect and identify the parts of a real flowering plant;
investigate how plants grow and use our new knowledge to write a helpful ‘ how to look after your plant’ leaflet. Later in the term, we shall find out
about living things and their habitats. History and PSHE will be taught alongside each other, as we learn about diversity around the world and link
this to the historical story of Rosa Parks. In Music, we shall continue to develop our composition and performance skills, whilst also using song
words to celebrate our wonderful world (What a Wonderful World– Louis Armstrong). RE will focus on stories of authority for Jews and Christians from the Bible, where we shall discover their meaning and think about the messages that they provide. In Art, we shall look at digital techniques and painting skills, to create eye-catching landmark pictures from around the world. During our PE sessions, we shall be developing
our Multi-skills in the summer sunshine!

